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         Maersk Drilling Baku 

6th Floor IZR Plaza Centre 
         69 Nizami Street 

 Baku AZ 1005 
        Azerbaijan Republic 

 
 
 
10th Sep 2019 
To whom it may concern 
 
When Steve Thorley, Unit Director of Maersk Drilling, Baku decided to hold a “Human Factor 
Workshop” for the crew of the Maersk Explorer, 3rd party contractors and the client, Steve  
invited Phil Smith of Critical Team Performance to facilitate the workshops 
 
CTP has a wealth of experience providing human factors training interventions to the Oil and 
Gas industry around the world supporting all the major players in this field. CTP’s training to 
critical teams working in high risk environments around the globe like high threat bomb dis-
posal and search operations, surgical teams, airline crews and numerous O&G clients is 
unique. 
 
Neil Willson who facilitated the workshops presented the “Human Factors” in a clear and “Coal 
Face” way which ensured every member of the team understood the message being delivered 
in the workshop, despite the issues with linguistic and translation difficulties. 
 
The introduction of this Human Factors Program is not just another training session, this  
Human interface also ties in with Maersk Drilling’s 4 Cs of “Curiosity, Courage, Collaboration 
and Conversation” and will help our crews to shift away from a traditional thinking mindset 
into one that is more curious, collaborative and empowering.  
 
Based on the very positive feedback from the client, their 3rd party’s and the Maersk Drilling 
crews after the workshops, I am certain that any company who work in a high risk sector 
would benefit from this type of Human Factors Workshop and will, without a doubt, raise 
Maersk Drilling’s bar in keeping our personal “Out of Harm’s Way” in our journey to establish 
our pursuit of incident and accident prevention and improved efficiency.  
 
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
 
Philip Hunter Burns 
HSEQ Manager 
philip.burns@maerskdrilling.com 
 

 


